ANT

Microcontroller 32-bit ARM® Cortex®-M3 STM32
–
Up to 72 MHz, 90 DMIPS
–
64 KB EEPROM
–
20 KB SRAM
–
CAN/I2C/SPI/USART/USB
Arduino® compatible
Programming through in-built USB-UART
Separate pins for SWD port

Managing power of up to 225 W (15 V / 15 A)
Power header for 4 servo motors
Convenient LED indication of keys
8 independent power keys:
–
4 upper P-Channel MOSFET
–
4 lower N-Channel MOSFET
2 full H-bridges
Hardware timers control power outputs
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Main features of the board
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

ARM® Cortex®-M3 STM32F103 microcontroller
Programmable built-in USB-UART
Compatible with Arduino IDE
USB-slave hardware
Additional ESD protection for the programming port
Self-resetting fuses for power from USB
VIN reverse polarity protection
Arduino® compatible connector
Controlled LED indicator
Powerful pulse voltage regulator 5 V / 1.7 А
4 powerful upper keys (P-Channel MOSFET) up to 10 А
4 powerful lower keys (N-Channel MOSFET) up 10 А
Switch-on indication for upper and lower keys
Protection from the short-through condition in the H-bridge mode
Convenient power connectors
Direct connection of servo motors

The board uses a microcontroller ARM® 32-bit Cortex®-M3 STM32F103C8T6 which works at the clock speed up
to 72 MHz. Computational power of the controller is sufficient for solving most of the tasks, related to controlling
motors.
You can connect to the board two DC motors, one step motor or 8 separately controlled channels of total power
up to 225W.
The board has a switching power supply which provides 5V with current up to 1700 mA when connected to an
external power source. This is enough for powering controller, couple of servo motors and other additional
modules.

Safety measures
Please read the documentation before using Twinhex ANT.
Twinhex ANT – is a development board which is supplied without case and has open and uninsulated components’
contacts. No conductive objects, which can lock the contacts and disable the board, should be placed on it. The
work of the power part of the board may cause heating of its elements. Therefore, it is not recommended to touch
the board when it works.
When powered from the household network, use only galvanically isolated voltage converters and power supplies.
When powered from the battery it is recommended to install additional fuse before the board.
Simultaneous connection of power part and USB galvanically connects power supply and computer. This should be
considered when connecting additional measuring devices.
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Technical specification
Absolute maximum ratings
Indicator

Minimum

Maximum

7*

15

V

15

A

H1-H4, L1-L4 output current (at VIN > 7V)

10**

A

Switching frequency H1-H4, L1-L4

700

kHz

Output current 5V (at VIN > 7V)

1700

mA

Output current 3V3 (at VIN > 7V)

700

mA

Output current 5V (at VIN = 0V, power supplied through USB)

400

mA

Output current 3V3 (at VIN = 0V, power supplied through USB)

400

mA

Supply voltage VIN
Supply current VIN

Input voltage for 5V tolerant pins

-0.3

5.5

V

Input voltage for 3.3V tolerant pins

-0.3

3.6

V

* if voltage is below 9V LED indicators of keys H1-H4, L1-L4 may not work properly, but this does not affect the stability of the board.
** total output current of H1-H4, L1-L4 should not exceed the supply current VIN.

Processor specification
Specification

Value

Flash memory

64

kB

SRAM

20

kB

Clock speed

< 72

MHz

Number of timers

4

Number of 12-bit ADC

2

Number of ADC channels

10

Interfaces:
-

USART
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4

-

I2C

2

-

SPI

2

-

CAN

1

-

USB

1

Detailed information from the controller manufacturer can be found via the link:
https://www.st.com/resource/en/datasheet/cd00161566.pdf
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Pinout map
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Working with Arduino IDE
Twinhex ANT can be easily programmed within Arduino IDE – one of the most popular packages for
microcontroller programming. You can download and install Arduino IDE for your operation system using the link:
https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/Software

Installing package Twinhex
You need to install additional module which allows you to work with the board in a simple and convenient way.
Add the link to the Twinhex package in the settings menu for Boards Manager:
https://twinhex.com/Arduino_IDE/package_TWINHEX_index.json

1.Open menu File, choose Preferences.
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2. Find the line ‘Additional Boards Manager ULRs’ and insert the following link:
https://twinhex.com/Arduino_IDE/package_TWINHEX_index.json


When the source is added, you can download everything needed for the work with Twinhex ANT in the Boards
Manager. The name of the package is Twinhex STM board.
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3. Open menu Tools -> Board -> Boards Manager.

4. Use search for “Twinhex STM boards” and press Install.
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After installing the package, you can choose Twinhex ANT in the list of available boards.

Board programming
Twinhex ANT can be programmed using a lot of development tools. For writing sketches in Arduino IDE, you need
to choose Twinhex ANT board, choose flashing method and specify COM-port, which is responsible for
communication with the board.
Arduino IDE package is based upon the Arduino for STM32, you can learn more about it via the link:
www.stm32duino.com
Programming Twinhex ANT is no different to programming Arduino® boards. Most of the main functions work the
same and have the same syntax, most of the external libraries can be successfully compiled. Those libraries which
do not compile, usually have a separate branch for ARM® or STM32 microcontrollers.
Documentation for programming language can be found via the link:
http://docs.leaflabs.com
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Twinhex ANT has a built-in USB-UART converter based on the Silicon Labs® CP2102, which is recognized by the
computers as a COM-port. Modern operating systems have the built-in driver for this integrated circuit, but if
needed it can also be downloaded using the following link:
https://www.silabs.com/products/development-tools/software/usb-to-uart-bridge-vcp-drivers
Flashing the program to the microcontroller’s memory can be done by one of the following options:
–
Through USB port for programming by TH_Serial method
–
Through USB port for programming by Serial method
–
Through SW connector by STLink programmer

Flashing via TH_Serial method
Twinhex ANT has a built-in bootloader, which is not using EEPROM memory and allows to load the program to the
board through USB wire. TH_Serial loading method allows to program the board automatically without your
involvement, simply do the following:
1. On the board connect BT0 and RTS with the help of the jumper;

Location of BT0 switch on the Twinhex ANT

2. Connect USB cable to the USB programming port (USB-UART or PROGRAMMING PORT);
3. In Arduino IDE choose corresponding COM-port and TH_Serial loading method.
After that simply press the button Upload in Arduino IDE, and your program will be automatically loaded to
Twinhex ANT. No further changes are required, the board will act using loaded program and the next time
programming will set up automatically.

Flashing via Serial method
Serial loading method allows to program Twinhex ANT via the same USB programming port manually. To load the
program to the board using this method, do the following:
1. Connect USB wire to USB programming port (USB-UART, or PROGRAMMING PORT);
2. Choose COM-port and Serial programming method in Arduino IDE;
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3. Remove the jumper from the BT0 switch on the board;
4. Press the RESET button;
5. Press the Upload button in Arduino IDE;
6. After loading connect BT0 to GND with the help of a jumper;
7. Press the RESET button.
You need to repeat steps 3-7 for each program loading.
If the jumper is removed from the BT0, after restarting the controller, it will switch to the program update mode,
i.e. the main program does not start, and the bootloader waits for loading the program from your computer.
If BT0 and GND are connected by a jumper, the controller will always start the main program and will not switch
to program update mode, therefore the controller will not react to any program loading from Arduino IDE via USB
programming port. This is used as a protection from unintentional board programming.

Flashing via SW
Interface SWD (Serial Wire Debug) allows you to load the program to the board and also acts as an effective
debugging instrument. SWD uses D4 and D5 pins (PA14 and PA15 pins of the controller). SW header is provided
separately for your convenience. To update the main program using SWD interface, you need to connect BT0 and
GND with a jumper (or connect BT0 and RTS, if the RTS pin of COM-port will not change its value).

SW header has DIO and CLK pins, power supplies of 5V and GND. Power of 3.3 V required for the controller is
formed on the board by the voltage regulator.
Connect STLink programmer to SW header on the board, choose the STLink loading method in Arduino IDE. Press
the Upload button and your program will be loaded using STLink programmer.
Make sure you have a driver for STLink programmer installed. The driver can be found via the link:
https://www.st.com/content/st_com/en/products/development-tools/software-development-tools/stm32-softwar
e-development-tools/stm32-utilities/stsw-link009.html
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Working with power section
Input power supply header has two VIN pins and two GND pins. If current exceeds 8A you need to connect all the 4
contacts to the power supply using wires of the appropriate thickness.

H-bridge mode of power outputs
Twinhex ANT has 4 P-channel transistors (upper keys) with the corresponding connectors marked H1, H2, H3, H4;
and 4 N-channel transistors (lower keys) with the corresponding connectors marked L1, L2, L3, L4. Location of
power transistors and connectors allows you to connect them in Н-bridge mode. In this configuration Twinhex ANT
can control, for example, two DC motors with a power of 110 W each.
To enable more features of H-bridge mode just connect H1 to L1 and H2 to L2 for left H-bridge, and H3 to L3 and
H4 to L4 for right H-bridge. You can either connect the contacts on the board by soldering square pads together,
or connect the pins using wires connected to connector or a device controlled by Twinhex ANT.
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Power outputs in the H-bridge mode have specific limits: enabling upper and lower keys at the same time (for
example H1 and L1) causes short circuit and damages the board. For the protection of the board, there are pads
SCP1, SCP2, SCP3, SCP4 that are soldered, which does not allow transistors of the same side of H-bridge to be
enabled at the same time.

Each of them is responsible for simultaneous powering of corresponding channels: SCP1 - H1 and L1, SCP2 - H2
and L2, SCP3 - H3 and L3, SCP4 - H4 and L4. Before desoldering the connections you should make sure that when
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connecting outputs of H-bridge upper and lower keys of the same line of H-bridge will not be enabled at the same
time.

Power outputs as independent channels
In the independent channel mode you can power independently each of 8 channels. In this mode the pads SCP1,
SCP2, SCP3, SCP4 must be desoldered. Load is connected between the outputs of upper keys H1-H4 and GND, or
outputs of lower keys L1-L4 and V+.

H1-H4-L1-L4 jumpers
Power keys are controlled by transistor drivers, which get a weak controlling signal from the main controller. High
signal level corresponds to the open transistor, and low level – to the closed transistor. Between the controller
and the drivers there is a set of jumpers, each marked with a corresponding power output label.

Controlling signals are connected to the controller’s hardware timers’ outputs to optimize main processor’s
workload. Corresponding pins of Arduino® compatible header have additional labels of the power outputs they
are related to.
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If you need to control power outputs by other pins of the controller, you can remove the jumper and using
prototyping instruments connect driver’s input with the pin of your choice. Pay attention that the jumpers are
marked near the controlling signal’s pins, opposite to the driver’s input pins.

Connecting servo motors
Servo motors require three contacts: GND, 5V and controlling signal. Twinhex ANT has a buil-in DC-DC convertor
which converts the input voltage VIN to 5V with current up to 1700 mA, so the board can control several powerful
servo motors. Controlling signals from the controller are marked by a symbol “~” and have hardware timer
outputs, which ensure optimized workload of the processor.
A LED near the servo motor header shows the presence of 5V power from DC-DC convertor. If the LED is off, servo
motor header is not powered. This happens when the board is only powered via USB connector: the controller
works, but power connectors and servo motor header are turned off.

If you need to connect modules or devices, which require more power, than Arduino® compatible headers usually
provide, you can connect them to the servo motor header while connecting your power supply to VIN connector.

Additional notes on using controller
Some pins of the controller are connected to additional circuits or they have external weak pull-ups to power
supply or ground. Please, take this into consideration while prototyping.

Connecting specific pins
During the programming pin D10 (PB2 /Boot1) should obtain the value of logic ‘0’. If it is involved in the project as
an input, you should check that during power up D10 is not getting a high level. Also, the logic of this pin’s
connection does not allow you to boot from Embedded SRAM without making changes to the circuit.
By default, pin BOOT0 has external pull-up 10 kOhm resistor. It can also be connected by a corresponding jumper
to GND or be controlled by the RTS signal from USB-UART converter CP2102 in the flashing mode TH_Serial.
By default, pin RESET (NRSR) has external pull-up 10 kOhm resistor. It is connected to the ground by pushing the
reset button or by the DTR signal from USB-UART converter CP2102.
You can connect quartz resonator 32.768 kHz to pins PC14-OSC32_IN and PC15-OSC32_OUT. It is recommended
to use resonator with capacitance not more than 7pF.
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Pins OSC_IN and OSC_OUT are used for 8MHz quartz resonator. Using this pins as PD0 and PD1 in not possible.
By default, pin D3 (PA12) has external pull-up 10 kOhm resistor. It is needed for USB to work properly. You can
disconnect USB port together with the pull-up resistor by cutting the vias on pads on the bottom of the PCB.
Pin D2 (PA11) is used in hardware USB.
Pins D0 and D1 (PA10, PA9) are used for communication via UART and program update. When USB-UART is active,
the pins are pulled up to 3.3V.
Pins D4 and D5 (PA13, PA14) are used in Serial wire debug mode. Using these pins makes it impossible to debug
via SWD.

RTC and backup registers
On the board there is a place for quartz resonator, which can be connected to the outputs PC14-OSC32_IN and
PC15-OSC32_OUT.
To ensure effective work of RTC and saving data in the backup registers when power is off, there is a header for
external battery. Battery voltage should be within 1.8 V to 3.6 V.

Ordering information
Twinhex ANT development boards are supplied in an individual packaging, together with power terminal
connectors and jumpers to be used with the board.
To order use the contacts from the web-siteTWINHEX.COM

Twinhex LLC is not responsible for Buyer’s choice or his (her) usage of goods. Buyer should get the latest documentation by himself
(herself) before ordering the product. Twinhex products are sold according to a contract or within the Terms and Conditions valid at the
moment of the order.
Twinhex LLC does not grant any license for intellectual property neither within this document nor with the product.
Twinhex and logo are the property of Twinhex LLC. All the other names or services mentioned are owned by their corresponding owners.
Information in this document supersedes previous versions of the document.
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